
CATCH 
In each moment, as you notice an Inner Critic remark, CATCH it. Learn to CATCH it in the act.  
What inner critical remark, thought or belief did you CATCH?

ACKNOWLEDGE
ACKNOWLEDGE the thought/belief that Inner Critic has, such as "I am not worth it" or "Everyone disappoints 
me." Simply observe and acknowledge that it's a BELIEF (not a fact) without fighting, avoiding or resisting it.

TRANSFER 
TRANSFER it to a "You Statement" instead of an "I Statement. For example, instead of "I am not worth it." 
Change to "You are not worth it." This seperates you from your Inner Critic so you can observe it and begin to 
work with it. Otherwise you are powerless, stuck, and enmeshed with it.

CHECK INTO (EXPLORE DEEPER MEANING)
CHECK INTO the Inner Critic remark. Here are examples of questions to ask yourself:

How does this remark make me feel? Describe emotions and bodily sensations.

When is the first time I formed this belief (young child, teen, adult)? Who does it sound like?

What do I fear may happen if I let go of this fact or opinion/belief about myself?

What is it trying to protect me from (heartbreak, being fooled, failure, having too much hope, being lazy, 

too emotional, disappointed, pain of let-down, anguish of being rejected, humiliation, etc.)?

HONOR  & NEGOTIATE FOR A MORE REALISTIC, BALANCED BELIEF OR SOLUTION
• HONOR Inner Critic's service. It takes it's job seriously and believes your very survival depends on it. 
• It is essential that you HONOR this part of self, rather than shame it more. 
• Honoring self is self-esteem in action. Esteem, by definition, is respect, honor and appreciation. 

C. A. T. C. H. STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS TO INNER MENTOR YOUR INNER CRITIC

NEGOTIATE and guide Inner Critic through it's fears, all-or-nothing statements, berating tone, and false beliefs. Learn to 
approach this inner critical part of you as wise, caring INNER MENTOR. Provide yourself with ideal guidance. 
FOR EXAMPLE if Inner Critic says "Everyone disappoints me," an Inner Mentor would say, "I know you've been 
disappointed by people a lot, however, by learning how to choose the right people to trust and by setting boundaries, 
you can find ways to ensure more fulfilling relationships, and reduce the risk of being disappointed again."

How would a wise, mentor advise Inner Critic through the fear, anger, shame, or strong belief it has? 



CONTINUE TO THIS STEP FOR UNRELENTING ISSUES THAT INNER CRITIC KEEPS BRINGING UP
Negotiate to Take Action Now in the Moment or Make a Plan of Action
Ask Inner Critic what you could right now, in this moment, to help it feel better about it's belief or concern.

Use the following table.You get to circle back to this as many times in life. Even if the same issue keeps coming up, work 
with it again and again until it is resolved. Practice is key!

Describe, in detail, the aspect of yourself or your life that you are inner-critical of currently (from C. A. T. C. H.)

FEARS REGARDING THIS

What could happen?

FACTS REGARDING THIS

What is happening?

MUST YOU ACCEPT AS-IS OR

WHAT CAN YOU CHANGE?

Make a Plan of Action and "To Do List" for Long-Term Issues
If your situation requires long-term action planning, continue this step. Examples include: Inner Critic says, “You always 
screw up… don’t even try for that promotion." Or "don't even try to lose weight... you'll fail like usual." Or "Stop having 
hope for finding love, you will only get hurt and disappointed again." Write a to-do list of ways to help your possibilities. 
This "TO-DO LIST" is up to you. It is unique for each individual and issue you are facing.

Each time Inner Critic berates you, you may use this practice. This is also healthy discipline for your Inner Critic and helps 
this aspect of yourself 'grow-up' and mature, in a balanced, compassionate way. Instead of allowing it to just throw insults 
at you, all-or-nothing type statements, other forms of lashing out, and harsh self-talk that negatively impacts your life, 
you will begin leaning into what it says and giving it attention, valuing it, seeing, hearing and understanding it (this is 
self-love); working with, instead of against yourself. With time, you'll be able to practice this within your mind, without 
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